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Press anywhere to bring up the login screen.



Input the code and 
press enter

There are two passcode levels set up for 
access: 

The “User Passcode” enables one to adjust 
individual lights and save scenes.

The “Setup Passcode” allows access to the settings 
menu, where more advanced changes can be made.



Click here to skip to the Settings section of this UI Guide. 
Otherwise, proceed in order.



5 minutes of inactivity or pressing the 
door icon will return to the splash 

screen and require a new login.

Area Name



Occupancy sensor feedback gives an indication 
of the current Occupancy Status of a room.

“Vacant” indicates that this room has not been 
occupied recently.



Individual lighting loads correspond to a 
lighting zone, which may contain multiple 

fixtures.



Drag the slider or hold the lower/raise buttons to 
manually adjust the brightness level.

Tapping the lower/raise buttons will quickly toggle 
the load on or off.

These arrows raise or lower 
all loads that are currently on. 

Lights that are at 0% will 
remain off.



Scenes are used to control groups of lights together.

By default, scenes have the following presets:

Scene 1: All loads in the area at 100%

Scene 2: All loads in the area at 80%

Scene 3: All loads in the area at 60%

Scene 4: All loads in the area at 40%

Scene 5: All loads in the area at 20%

Scene 0 (Off): All loads in the area at 0%

Additional Scenes can be added from the 
Scene Setup menu within Area Configuration.



Tap a Scene to recall saved load levels for 
the current area.

Press and hold a Scene until the “Scene 
Saved” pop-up appears to change that 

preset to the current lighting levels. The 
Scene will be saved for this area only.
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This bar indicates there are more loads in the 
area. Drag the screen up or down to view them.
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Press the pin icon to open 
the area selection menu.



Select the area to be 
controlled from this menu.

This bar indicates there are more areas 
than are currently displayed. Drag within 

the blue area to view them.



Notice the selected area has changed 
and there are different loads to control

“Occupied” indicates that someone is in the 
room or has been in the room recently.



This Plug Load is an example of a switched load 
that cannot be dimmed.

Switched loads or loads controlled by other 
devices such as photocells will be grayed out 

and cannot be dimmed. 



It is important to note that if the relay module 
controlling a receptacle is in “Override” mode, 

the receptacle will still be energized, even if it is 
not indicated as such on the touch panel.

Here, enough time has passed without 
activity the room has become vacant.



An Area with Dynamic 
White or RGB loads 
will have additional 
controls available.



Press here to bring up CCT control 
for Dynamic White loads.



Adjust the desired CCT 
for Dynamic White 

loads here.

For systems equipped with a GLS-LCCT, 
enabling Auto here will enable automatic 

control of the CCT.

This CCT value can be saved to 
a specific scene, or controlled 

by a Scheduled Event.



Press here to adjust RGB 
settings for RGB loads.



Adjust the color by dragging 
this circle to the desired hue.

Saturation can be adjusted 
with this slider.

Color can be adjusted by 
inputting exact RGB values here 
or by dragging the circle below.

By default RGB values are in decimal. 
Press here to change to hex values.



Press the gear icon to access system 
Settings.



If a Setup Passcode was used to log in 
originally, this second login prompt 

will not appear. Otherwise, it is 
necessary to input the Setup Passcode 

to proceed to the settings menus.



Pressing the door icon will return to the 
previous page, but will not require a new log-in. 

It is necessary to exit out to the splash screen 
before a new log-in is required.
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Click a button to jump to that section of this 
UI Guide, or simply continue in order.

Press the Door icon to return to this index.

Showrunner Reports and 
Management
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The Area Configuration menu is where 
changes can be made to Occupancy Sensor 

setup, Load Configuration, Daylight 
Harvesting setup, and Scene Setup.
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This bar indicates there are 
more areas than are 

currently displayed. Drag 
within the blue area on the 

left to view them.

The current Area is displayed here.



Tapping in this field will launch a 
keyboard to change the Area Name.



If any changes are made to the 
Area Name, a check and an X 

will appear. 

Tap the check mark to confirm 
the changes, or tap the X mark 

to revert them.



Tap the Properties 
wrench to bring up the 
Area Properties menu.



Checking this option will cause the lights in 
the room to blink a couple of times before 
turning off due to a scheduled event or a 

vacancy timeout. 



Unchecking this option will disable Demand 
Response for the current area. 



This option tells the processor to re-
evaluate occupancy status when a 

schedule change occurs.

If this option is not checked, it is possible 
to get into a situation where a room is 

vacant but the lights never go out.



Check this option to group identically-
named loads under one slider.



Uncheck this option to hide plug loads in 
the Area Control menu. Plug loads will 

only be able to be manually toggled from 
within the Load Configuration and Load 

Hardware menus.



Tapping in this field will launch a keyboard 
to change the After Hours Timeout.

By default, when a Keypad is pressed while it is 
scheduled in “After Hours” mode, the lights will 
come on with a maximum 120 minute timeout.

See 
Scheduler for 
more details.



If any changes are made to the timeout, a 
check and an X will appear. 

Tap the check mark to confirm the 
changes, or tap the X mark to revert them.



Checking this option allows keypads assigned 
to the current area to control loads in all of 
the areas checked under “Grouped Areas”

After enabling “Master Area,” it may be 
necessary to exit back to the main Area control 
screen for these options to become available.



Checking this option will allow the loads 
from the areas selected on the right appear 

in the main control menu.

Edwards is now a Master Area linked 
to Edgewater and Elmwood.



Pressing the door icon once will return 
to the Area Configuration menu.

Pressing twice will bring up the main 
Settings menu.

Pressing a third time will return to the 
Area Control menu.



“Combined” indicates that this Area control 
menu includes loads from linked areas.

Alternatively, this indicator will appear as 
either “Combined” or “Divided” for areas 

which have partition sensors.



Checking this option will combine identically 
named loads from the areas selected on the 

right in the main control menu.



Identically named loads are now joined 
under one slider.

Grouped loads will all respond the same. If 
different brightness levels are needed, either 
do not group loads or adjust zone names to 

prevent grouping.



Identically named loads are 
now separate again.

Selecting a Scene will make all linked 
areas recall that particular scene.

“Group Loads from Linked Area(s)” 
has now been unchecked.



Pressing here will bring a prompt for 
a new area.



Press anywhere in this field to launch a 
keyboard and name the new area.



Press “Add” to confirm or “Cancel” to 
return without creating a new area.



Once a new area has been created, loads can be 
added to it either by linking it with existing 

Areas or by navigating to the Load Hardware 
Menu and assigning loads from there.

Occupancy sensors are assigned either 
automatically from linked areas or by navigating 

to the Occupancy Assignment Menu.

Keypads are assigned from the Keypad 
Configuration Menu.



Press and hold an Area to delete it. 



Press “Yes” to confirm or “No” to cancel.



The Load Configuration menu 
allows changes to load labels 
and control types for loads in 

this Area.



Press to select, 
drag to scroll

The Load Label is how a load 
will appear in the Area control 

menu.

Contractor Label and Fixture 
Type only appear on this 

menu, the Load Hardware 
menu, and in System Reports.



Loads can be designated as 
Dimmable, Switched, or a 

Plug Load.

Designating a load as Dimmable 
that is not wired as such may 
lead to unexpected behavior 
when attempting to dim it.



Plug Loads are non-dimmable and 
will ignore keypad presses. 

Instead, they are controlled 
automatically by Occupancy Sensors 

or directly from the touch panel.

Dimmable and Switched loads 
are controlled by both 

occupancy sensors and keypads 
inside each room.



The Occupancy Setup button 
will be grayed out if there are 

no sensors assigned to the area. 

The Occupancy Setup menu will 
display which occupancy 

sensors are assigned to this 
area and allows changing the 
Occupancy Mode of an Area.



Many of these options are only 
adjustable through ShowRunner

for Cresnet occupancy sensors, and 
will be grayed out for non-system 

Crestron and non-Crestron devices.

Non-system Crestron devices can 
be adjusted using a GLS-REMOTE-

ODT/OIR Crestron Occupancy 
Sensor Remote. 

Non-Crestron devices may be 
adjusted by various methods 
depending on manufacturer.



If an area has multiple 
occupancy sensors assigned 
to it, it will be necessary to 

select one to view from here. This is an indication of the 
occupancy sensor’s current status. 
If the sensor is reporting occupied, 

a check will appear in this box.

For areas with multiple non-system 
occupancy sensors wired to a 
single GLPP, any one sensor 

reporting occupied will trigger the 
entire area as occupied.



This field allows for renaming 
the selected occupancy sensor.

Tap the check mark to confirm 
any changes.



Change this occupancy sensor’s 
behavior here.

Occupancy – Lights will automatically come on 
when motion is detected and turn off after a 

period of inactivity.

Vacancy – Lights do not automatically come 
when the room is entered but will still turn off 

after a period of inactivity.

Disabled – The occupancy sensor will neither 
turn on the lights when motion is detected, nor 

will it turn the lights off after a period of 
inactivity.



Press here to change the 
default Scene for 

occupancy or vacancy.



The Occupied Scene will 
come on when occupancy 
is detected and the sensor 

is in Occupancy Mode.

The Vacant Scene will 
trigger after the occupancy 

timeout has expired.

Note that this changes the 
default behavior of a room, 
which may be overwritten 
if explicitly called out by a 

Scheduled Event.

Press “Update” to 
save any changes.



Daylight Harvesting will be 
grayed out if there are no 

dimmable loads assigned to the 
selected area.

The Daylight Harvesting menu 
allows changes to various 

settings related to the 
automatic dimming of loads in 
an area in response to exterior 

light coming into an area.



Select the load to be changed from 
this list.

Only Dimmable loads will appear. 
Switched and Plug Loads are not 
available for Daylight Harvesting.



Press here to select which 
scenes to enable 

Harvesting. (Scroll for 
additional scenes)



The necessary Daylight Sensor 
Type depends on the type of 

photocell installed. 
The “Disabled” option will disable 
Harvesting for the selected load.

Select which photocell will 
control the selected load.

Scroll to see additional options.



The Minimum Level limits the amount of dimming. 
Even if a flashlight is held to the photocell, lights 

will not dim below the level set here.

This is an indication of how much light the 
photocell is currently receiving. 

Lower readings mean less light is reaching the 
photocell, and the lights will not dim as much.



The response time 
determines how long it 

takes to dim to the 
lights to the sensor’s 

calculated level.



Sensitivity determines how much the load 
will dim in response to sensor readings.

The question mark in the upper right will 
bring up a more detailed graph.





Scene Setup allows renaming 
existing Scenes, adjusting 

which loads are included in a 
Scene, and making changes to 
the fade time between Scenes.



Tap here to add a new Scene 
for this Area.

Hold an existing Scene to 
delete it.



Tap to add or 
remove loads to 

include in the 
selected scene.

Loads that are not 
included in the 

scene will stay as 
they are when the 
Scene is recalled.

Adjust the transition time 
for the new scene in mm:ss

Rename the Scene by 
tapping here. 

Be sure to save any 
changes when prompted.



Area Layout allows setting up and 
making changes to divisible spaces.

This option will be grayed out if there 
are no partition sensors. 
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Select the partition sensor 
to configure from this list.



Partition Sensor Area refers 
to the room that the 

partition sensor itself is 
located in.

Sensed Area refers to the 
area that the partition 

sensor is looking at.

This is the area that will 
become separated once the 

partition is set up.



Select the partition sensor mode here.

Auto: The partition sensor will 
automatically determine if the room is 
combined or divided, and adjust controls 
accordingly.

Combined: Manually set the rooms as 
combined. Useful for testing.

Divided: Manually set the rooms as 
divided. Useful for testing.



Adjust sensitivity based on how 
far the partition sensor is from 

the partition it is detecting.

Lower sensitivity is for sensors 
that are closer to the partition. 

Approximately one unit of 
sensitivity per foot of distance 

from the partition.

Use Invert Sensor Signal to 
have sensor report the room 
as divided when it does not 

detect a partition.

Useful if the sensors are 
located in the partition 

storage area rather than in 
the room itself.



The Crestron Integration is used to 
set up A/V Integration to allow 

compatible hardware control over 
ShowRunner.
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Tap here to add a new 
TCP/IP Ethernet Intersystem 

Communication device.



Integration EISCs can select 
any number of areas

Update the new EISC’s name, 
IP Address, and IP-ID as 

desired.

Do not use any IP Addresses or 
IP-IDs already in use, as this 

will cause conflicts.



Press this check mark 
to confirm all changes.



Once the changes have been saved, 
it may take a few moments to 

generate the RSD file.



A download link for the generated 
RSD file will appear here. 



Select an EISC from the list 
above and press here to 

delete it. 



The Device Addressing menu is 
useful for checking hardware status 

and updating Serial Numbers.
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Press the Query Cresnet button to 
refresh the list of devices. This may 

take a few minutes.



Avoid pressing buttons or making changes 
while “Querying Cresnet…” is displayed as 

this may slow down the system.



Hardware that is online and 
set up properly will have 
this Verified checkmark.

Press the Info icon to see more 
information about a specific device.



If a piece of hardware is being 
replaced, it is necessary to update 
the Serial Number and then press 

“Address Device” below.

The TSID will update automatically 
as the SN is input.



If any one of these is not 
true, a Verified checkmark 

will not appear.



This is the model as 
it is programmed. 

This is the model of the device that has just 
been addressed. 

If this does not match the programmed 
model above, then the program may not 

function correctly, and the “Models Match” 
checkmark will not appear.



This is the SN of the piece of hardware with 
the Cresnet ID above. 

If this does not match the SN input above, 
then the hardware did not accept the new 

Address.



If the device is not Online, 
then that means that there 

is no hardware with the 
expected Cresnet ID visible 
to the processor right now.



If the replacement hardware is the 
same model as the old hardware 
and the Serial Number has been 
updated correctly, then all three 

check marks should appear.

Query Cresnet will be required to 
verify the Reported Model. In that 
case, it is recommended to close 
this page and press the “Query 

Cresnet” button again. 



It is difficult to see, but there is a scroll bar 
on the right side of the screen. 

If the hardware to be replaced is on this 
processor but not visible, press and drag 

anywhere below this line to scroll.



Addressing multiple devices at once is 
possible by entering their Serial Numbers 

below and then pressing Assign IDs, 
avoiding the need to go into the sub menu 

for each individual device.



The Keypad Configuration menu allows 
changing Keypad Area Assignments and 

Keypad Types.
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Select the keypad to change 
from the list on the left.

Scrolling may be necessary 
to see all available keypads.



Tap anywhere in this field 
to launch a keyboard to 

change the keypad label.



Be sure to confirm or 
revert any changes 

that have been made.



Tap and drag to scroll 
through the list of available 

areas.

Press and hold an area to 
assign this keypad to that 

area.

Keypads can only be 
assigned to one area.

To have a keypad control 
multiple areas, it is 

necessary to create a 
“Master Area” in the Area 
Configuration menu and 

then assign the keypad to 
that new area from here.



Tap and drag to scroll through the 
list of available keypad types.

Press and hold to change this 
keypad’s type. A list of supported 

keypad types can be found at 
portals.chiefintegrations.com

“X-Type” keypads may need 
additional set-up in the 

programming that cannot be 
performed from the touch panel.



These buttons 
will enable or 

disable the 
selected keypad.



By default, any “Enable/Disable” 
changes made here are 

overwritten by the Schedule.

To prevent a Scheduled Event 
from disabling a keypad, check 

the “Disallow Disable” box here.



Adding, removing, or reassigning 
lights or plug loads is done from 

the Load Hardware menu.
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Hardware is selected 
from this list on the left.

It may be necessary to 
scroll to see additional 

hardware.

Unlike in the Device 
Addressing menu, devices on 

a child processor will be 
visible here.

They will have this “Remote 
System” identifier.



These fields allow changing the 
Device Label, Panel Label, and 

Module ID.

Tap the check mark when it 
appears to save any changes.



Press this button for 
additional options

A check mark will appear if 
the hardware is online.

If no check mark is here, 
then the hardware will not 

function correctly.
If applicable, DMX and 

DALI options will 
appear in this area.



Loads can be added by 
pressing this button here.

Listed hear are all the 
loads currently 

controlled by this device.



Press “Add” to confirm the 
creation of a new load or “Cancel” 

to return to the previous menu.

Input the load index or channel 
for the new load here.

The range of valid load IDs is 
determined by the hardware.

Replacing defective 
hardware with an 

identical model only 
requires updating the 
Serial Number in the 

Device Addressing 
menu and does not 

involve re-creating or 
re-assigning loads 
from this menu.



Select the load to view or 
change from this list.

Press and hold a load to 
delete it. 



Load Type can be changed here. 

The Load Type required is 
determined by fixture hardware 

that has been installed.

A Pharos or sACN DMX module will 
have additional RGB, RGBW, etc. load 

types that are not shown above.



If a load is set to one of the Dynamic 
White options, it is necessary to 

perform additional setup.



Adjust these sliders 
to match the color 
temperature range 

of the fixture.

If there are multiple Dynamic White fixtures with 
differing CCT ranges in the same Area, check this box to 

fade out fixtures as their CCT range is exceeded.



ShowRunner includes an algorithm 
to automatically calculate 

Warm/Cool values for CCT fixtures.

If more accurate results are 
desired, however, it is necessary to 
create a fixture-specific CCT map.

This requires a color meter 
capable of accurately measuring 

CCT of installed fixtures.



To make a CCT map, start by mapping the 
warmest and coolest points.

Fill in this field with the 
fixture’s Minimum CCT value.



Adjust these sliders to 100% 
Warm and 0% Cool.



To add this map point, first 
press this check mark and 
then press the “Add Point” 

as it becomes available.



Repeat the previous steps for the coolest point, 
adjusting the sliders to be 0% Warm and 100% Cool.

Then, create map points at every 500K and 1000K 
increment between the minimum and maximum 

CCT points. A color temperature meter is necessary 
in order to accurately set the warm and cool sliders 

for each point.

Make sure the area is on manual CCT when 
calibrating fixtures.



Press this 
question mark 

for more 
explanation on 
each feature.

If map points have already been set for a 
particular fixture type, they be imported 

to other fixtures by pressing here.



A tutorial video is available on ChiefIntegrations.com to provide further explanation of CCT setup.

https://www.chiefintegrations.com/


CCT Setup for an Intensity/CCT load 
is similar to the setup for a 
Warm/Cool load, but with 

Intensity/CCT sliders instead of 
Warm/Cool ones.



Tap and drag to view all available Areas.

Press and hold to change a load’s Area 
Assignment.

Once a load has been assigned to 
an Area, the Control Type and Load 
Label are able to be changed both 

here and from the Load 
Configuration menu within the Area 
Configuration menu for that Area.



Loads can be designated as 
Dimmable, Switched, or a 

Plug Load.

Plug Loads are non-dimmable and 
will ignore keypad presses. 

Instead, they are controlled 
automatically by Occupancy Sensors 

or directly from the touch panel.

Dimmable and Switched loads 
are controlled by both 

occupancy sensors and keypads 
inside each room.



The left lightbulb will turn the load off while 
the right lightbulb will turn it on.

“Identify” will begin flashing the load indefinitely.



Press the Advanced Properties 
wrench to access additional options.



The Minimum Level sets how low lights will go 
when lowered from a keypad or the panel. 

Some fixtures will turn off completely when 
dimmed below a certain threshold. Raising the 

Minimum Level will prevent this.



If certain fixtures are too bright at 
100%, then the Maximum Level 

should be lowered.



A Demand Response signal will 
lower the load to this level.



An Override signal will raise the 
load to this level.



The Unoccupied Level is the level that the load 
will dim to if the occupancy sensor controlling 

the load reports vacant, but the Area the load is 
assigned to is still occupied. 

This slider will be grayed out if there are no 
occupancy sensors directly assigned to the load.



The Group Label provides another label in 
addition to the Load Label that “Show Loads 
Grouped” will use to group loads when it is 

selected in the Area Properties menu.



Press this question mark 
for a graph of available 

dimming curves.The Dimming Curve necessary for 
a load is determined by the 

fixture driver.



The X-axis represents the slider level on 
the touch panel.

The Y-axis represents the output signal 
from the processor to the fixture.



A load with an Always On dimming curve will 
ignore all ShowRunner commands to turn off.

The load may still be toggled on and off 
manually from the hardware that powers it.



A Non Dim dimming curve enables a dimmable 
load to act like a switched load while 

maintaining the ability to Daylight Harvest.

In this case, the load will stay on at 100% 
brightness unless the Daylight Harvesting 

algorithm calculates a necessary load of 0%



Press the Advanced Properties 
wrench or the “Close” button to 
return to the Load Setup menu.

The Door exit icon will return all the 
way back to the Load Hardware 

selection menu.



The Location and System 
Clock menu allows changing 
settings related to the date, 

time, and location.
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By default, this menu will be 
locked. Press here to unlock.



Tap and drag to scroll through 
the list of available time zones.

Press a time zone to select it.

It may take a few moments for 
the change to be completed.



The month, day, and year can be 
adjusted by pressing the plus 

and minus buttons here.

The current date and time can 
be seen here.

Press the Set System Clock 
button here for any changes to 

take effect.



As long as the date is correct 
and the appropriate time zone is 

selected, it should not be 
necessary to manually adjust 

the system time.

If adjustments are necessary, 
however, they can be made by 

pressing the plus and minus 
buttons here.



Location information is used to calculate 
sunrise and sunset for automatic control 

of external light fixtures.

If adjustments are necessary, make them 
here and then press the “Set System 

Clock” button.



Don’t forget to lock the settings 
again before exiting the menu.



The Occupancy Assignment menu 
allows assigning occupancy 

sensors to areas and setting their 
controlled loads.
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Select a sensor from the list 
on the left.

Scroll to view more sensors.



The currently 
selected sensor will 
have a check mark.

Rename a sensor by 
tapping in this field and 

then pressing the 
checkmark to confirm.



The number of areas this 
occupancy sensor is 

currently assigned to is 
displayed here.

Tap and drag to scroll 
through the list of 

available areas.

Press and hold to assign 
or unassign areas.



The first part is the Area to 
which each load belongs.

The second part is the 
Load Label for each load.

Note that now two 
Areas are selected.

All assigned loads are displayed here.

If no individual loads are selected, then 
by default the occupancy sensor will 

control all loads in the assigned areas.



Now that two loads are 
selected, the occupancy 
sensor will control only 

those two loads.

Press and hold to 
assign or unassign 
individual loads.



The Scheduler / Events menu 
allows editing the current 

Schedule and creating new Events.
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Existing Events are 
listed to the left.

It may be necessary 
to scroll and view all 

schedules.



A suspended Event will 
not trigger.

If an Event that is 
currently active is 

suspended, it will remain 
active until the next 

scheduled Event 
overrides it.

To suspend or unsuspend 
an Event, press the 

“Suspend/Suspended” 
button and then press 

Save. 

It is important to always 
press the Save button to 

save any changes that have 
been made to an Event.



To create a new Event, 
press here.

To delete an existing Event, 
press and hold the Event.



Events can be set to 
trigger at a specific time 

in the morning or 
afternoon. Additionally, 

Events can be set to 
trigger a specified 

amount of time before or 
after sunrise or sunset.

Use these up and down 
arrows to adjust the hour 

and minute.

It is possible to go 
“negative” and have an 

event trigger before 
sunrise or sunset.

Sunrise and sunset 
calculations are made 

based on the latitude and 
longitude as set in the 
Location and System 

Clock menu.



Tap in this field to launch 
a keyboard and change 
the name of an event.



Note that any changes 
will not be reflected 
until the Save button 

is pressed.

Press the Save button to 
confirm any changes.



Once the Save button is 
pressed, the changes 

are reflected here.



Press Edit Weekly to 
change which days 

of the week to 
trigger this Event.



Press the check mark 
to select or deselect 
which days the event 

will trigger.



Press the Update button 
to close this menu.



The Edit Calendar option is 
available with the purchase of 

Advanced Scheduling. It 
includes additional scheduling 

options, including Date 
Patterns, Date Ranges, and 

Specific Dates. It comes pre-
loaded with major US holidays 

and exceeds the scheduling 
capability of Crestron Fusion 

without requiring any 
additional hardware. Contact 
Chief Integrations to inquire 

about purchasing this feature.



Press Save 
for any 

changes 
to take 
effect.

Alternatively, Revert 
will undo any changes 
and reset the schedule 

to the last time Save 
was pressed.



Press Configure to 
set up room behavior 

for an Event.



“No Change” will keep the 
behavior the same as before 

the event is triggered.

Select an area from the 
list on the left.

Areas with no check 
mark have “No Change” 
selected for all options.



Selecting a Scene will 
force an area to recall 
that scene when the 

event is triggered.



Enable: Enables all keypads in 
the area.

Disable: Disables all keypads in 
the area.

NoChange: Keypad remains in 
the same state it was 
in before the Event 
triggered.



UseHardwareLogic: Occupancy sensor 
will behave the way it was 
programmed when set up 
via handheld remote.

Last: If the occupancy sensor was 
Disabled in the previous 
Event, it will now become 
either Occupancy or 
Vacancy depending on 
whatever it was prior to 
being disabled. Otherwise, 
no change is made.

Occupancy: Lights will come on with 
occupancy and turn off after 
a specified time.

Vacancy: Lights will not come on with 
occupancy, but will still turn 
off after a specified time.

Disabled: The occupancy sensor is 
disabled. Lights will neither 
come on nor time out.

NoChange: The occupancy sensor will 
stay as it was.



AfterHours: Keypads will recall the 
“On” Scene with a variable 
timeout that will recall the 
“Off” Scene after a period of 
time, regardless of 
occupancy. 

(Default 120 minute 
timeout, adjustable in the
Area Configuration menu.)

NormalHours: Keypads will recall the 
“On” Scene with no 
timeout. Occupancy based 
timeouts are still in effect.

NoChange: Keypads will be in the 
same time mode as in the 
previous event.



Press here for more 
scheduling options.

Override Fade Time will override 
the fade time set in the Scene 

Setup menu within Area 
Configuration.



Use the CCT Mode settings only 
for fixtures capable of changing 

their color temperature.

This is the correlated 
color temperature for 

“Manual” mode above.



Occupancy sensors have their own, 
internal timeout. Use the extended 

timeout feature to lengthen the 
time until the lights turn off.

In this example, an occupancy 
sensor with a 5 minute internal 

timeout and a 900 second extension 
will have a total 20 minute timeout.

Be sure to save any 
changes by pressing the 

checkmark here.



Set Occupied and Vacant Scenes will 
determine what scenes are recalled 

on occupancy and vacancy.

Set Default Off and On Scenes will 
determine what scenes are recalled 

when the On and Off buttons on 
keypads are pressed.

Save changes by 
pressing the various 

checkmarks.



Off: Plug Loads in the area are 
turned off.

On: Plug Loads in the area are 
turned on.

Auto: Plug Loads in the area are 
controlled by occupancy.

NoChange: Plug Loads in the area 
will remain in the same 
mode as they were in the 
previous event.

Note: A receptacle whose relay 
module is in override mode will still 
be on, regardless of the mode 
selected here.



JogClose: Shades will start to close 
for a few seconds.

JogOpen: Shades will start to open 
for a few seconds.

Stop: Shades will stop in place if 
they were previously 
moving.

Close: Shades will close all the way.

Open: Shades will open all the way.

NoChange: Shades will stay where 
they are.

Leave this setting at “NoChange” if 
shades are not controlled by 

ShowRunner.



Auto: HVAC will automatically heat 
or cool the room based on 
thermostat settings.

Cool: HVAC will turn on to cool the 
room if it reads warmer 
than the thermostat 
setting, but will not heat 
the room.

Heat: HVAC will turn on to heat the 
room if it reads cooler 
than the thermostat 
setting, but will not cool 
the room. 

Off: The HVAC system will turn off.

NoChange: HVAC for the area 
will remain in the same 
mode as they were in the 
previous event.

Leave this setting at “NoChange” if 
HVAC is not controlled by 

ShowRunner.



To re-use these settings for 
multiple areas, press the 

Copy Actions button.



Then, select another Area 
and press Paste Actions to 
apply the copied settings.



Press Clear Actions for 
Area to revert changes 

for this area to the 
default of “NoChange”

Press the Door 
icon to return to 

the Scheduler 
overview.



Pressing Test Event will trigger 
the Event immediately.

Otherwise, the Event will 
trigger at the scheduled time.



The Security Settings menu allows 
enabling, disabling, and changing 

passcodes.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



The User Passcode allows 
adjusting load brightness 

and saving Scenes.

The Setup Passcode allows 
access to the Settings 

menu.



If a passcode is currently disabled
then the “Enable” button will be 

darkened and the “Change 
Passcode” button will be grayed out.

Press to enable the 
User Passcode



If both passcodes are 
enabled, the screen 

will look like this. Pressing the “Change 
Passcode” button will 

bring up a number pad.



Input the desired passcode 
using the keypad to the right.

Passcodes must be between 
4 and 6 numbers long.

Press Clear to start over or 
Enter to confirm.

This field will be replaced with 
the new passcode as it is typed.



Zum Integration allows 
ShowRunner to export Areas 

to a Zum Floor Hub.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Enter the IP of the Zum Floor Hub 
and then confirm.

This tells ShowRunner where to 
look for the Hub.

Displays Zum connection status

Press here to enable or 
disable Zum for the floor.

Press here to enable or disable 
Zum for a specific Area.

These are the areas that 
currently have Zum hardware 

installed in them.



Press for additional help 
and system information.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"





ShowRunner Reports and Management

Connect to the lighting network, and 
then go to: x.x.x.x/cws/showrunner/main

Where x.x.x.x is the IP address of the 
processor.

Note: It may be necessary to disable 
DHCP and set up a static IPv4 address for 
your computer while connected to the 
lighting network.

Return 
to index.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Area Load Schedule

The Area Load Schedule sorts all loads by Area, and gives 
information about the number of loads per area, load types, and 
much more.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Area Scene Schedule

The Area Scene Schedule 
displays what level each 
load in an area is at for 
each Scene.

“DH” means that a load is 
set to Daylight Harvest for 
that Scene.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Areas

The Areas section 
provides a quick overview 
of all Areas on the 
processor, including the 
current occupancy mode, 
status, and total number 
of loads, split into lighting 
and plug loads.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Cresnet Discovery

Displays the devices found 
on the network

Similar to Toolbox’s 
Network Device Tree View, 
but in a quicker, read-only 
format.

Cresnet Discovery will 
display devices as they 
currently appear to the 
processor.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Device Status

A list of devices in the 
config, whether they 
match Serial Numbers, and 
online status.

While Cresnet Discovery 
shows what is on the 
network right now, Device 
Status displays what 
should be visible according 
to the program.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Event Schedule

The Scheduled Events section 
provides a detailed view of all 
the different actions that are 
programmed to occur on a per-
schedule basis.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



File Management

The File Management 
section is important for an 
end user who does not 
have Toolbox.

Use to archive a copy of 
the current configuration 
file for easy restoration in 
the future.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Keypad Schedule

The Keypad Schedule 
displays which keypads are 
online, what areas they are 
assigned to, and what 
specific actions are 
assigned to each button in 
the case of customized 
keypads.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



License Status

License status gives more 
detailed information about 
the license and the 
hardware it should be 
loaded onto.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Load Schedule

The Load Schedule section 
is similar to the Area Load 
Schedule, but with loads 
split by what module 
controls them rather than 
what area they are 
assigned to.

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Panel Schedule

The Panel Schedule gives a 
list of all lighting hardware 
on the processor. 

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"



Questions/comments?

P: 866-630-3655 Option 1

Chief Integrations' SHOWRUNNER™ Crestron Lighting Control Platform. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. Use proper safety 

precautions whenever using these controls. "Chief Tools"

Additional tutorials can be viewed on our YouTube Channel
and at wiki.chiefintegrations.com

support@chiefintegrations.com

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhxgcngAeiD_pCRxFDwX5eg0O56OjNdHf
https://wiki.chiefintegrations.com/SHOWRUNNER%E2%84%A2%20User%20Guide%20%26%20Wiki/
mailto:support@chiefintegrations.com

